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Abstract. Electronic Sports (eSports) is a fast-growing domain within
the entertainment sector and becomes economically relevant in terms of
a paying audience, merchandise, and major tournaments with highly
endowed prize money. First-person shooter (FPS) games represent a
dominant discipline. Professional training methodologies such as post-
match analyses and tactics discussions are becoming essential in train-
ing sessions besides pure mechanical-oriented exercises such as aiming
and movement. Furthermore, professional sports coaches are involved in
the training of players. In this paper, we are investigating this newly
developing profession, specifically, how multimedia systems can be built
to support coaches and players in analyzing data of previous matches
for preparing for future ones. In the example of Counter-Strike: Global
Offensive (CS:GO), we identified a set of six criteria that can be incor-
porated into tools to support the analysis of FPS matches. We describe
user interface functionalities that allow to interactively analyze the highly
multivariate data of FPS matches. We show our concepts’ technical feasi-
bility by implementing them within a tool – CS:Show. Within an expert
user study, evaluate our concepts with professionals. We conclude that
our proposed eSports analysis tool was preferred over analysis function-
alities built in in CS:GO. Supported by statistically significant evidence,
our participants rated our tool more efficient, more usable, and assigned
the tool with higher analytical ability than an average tool for analyzing
FPS eSports matches.

Keywords: eSports · Information Visualization · Competitive Games ·
Match Analysis · Coaching Tools · First-Person Shooter · Visual Analyt-
ics · Counter-Strike: Global Offensive.

1 Introduction

Electronic Sports (eSports) is a developing industry and is growing rapidly in
recent years [6]. Competitive gaming is becoming professional and profitable
for teams, managers, and other stakeholders such as event and streaming hosts
[12]. Furthermore, traditional sports clubs are already investing in eSports teams
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[22]. There is also investment in the teams’ professional training, for example,
coaches who plan and lead the athletes’ training sessions [4]. However, only
little is scientifically investigated concerning the professional training of eSports
athletes when it comes to using the plethora of multivariate data that can be
obtained from past matches. It could be used to draw conclusions for future
ones, for example, by analyzing upcoming opponents in a league, identifying
weaknesses of the team, and developing new tactics.

In this paper, we investigate analyzing matches of first-person shooter (FPS)
games and make the following contributions:

– We propose six criteria that allow professional coaches and players to analyze
FPS matches systematically.

– In the example of Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (CS:GO), we show the
feasibility of our criteria based on available eSports data and implement a
match analysis tool – CS:Show. We employ the tool within a user study with
CS:GO professionals. Based on our study’s results, we evaluate our proposed
tool and point out other functionalities that should be considered within the
design of future eSports match analysis systems.

The paper is organized as follows. We briefly review related work in the next
section. Then, we present six criteria we identified for analyzing FPS matches.
After that, we describe how we designed and implemented our CS:Show tool.
Before we conclude, we report and discuss our findings from our expert user
study.

2 Related Work

The training of eSports athletes can easily occupy between 12 and 14 hours per
day [18, 9]. However, Kari and Karhulahti [14] could point out that only less
than half of this time on average is spent actively playing eSports games. That
leaves a significant amount of training time for team meetings, review sessions,
video analyses, strategic discussion, etc. [14].

Work by Snavely [21] states that coaches prepare such theory-oriented train-
ing sessions by considering past matches of both their own and opposing teams
and analyze the players’ abilities and habits, such as typical positioning, aim, an-
gles that are observed, decision making, communication between players, among
others. The results of their analyses are discussed in the following sessions with
the players, where various aspects and situations are pointed out, reviewed, and
visually supported by utilizing recorded demos and map-data. Finally, coaches
try to develop overall guidelines and strategies with the players based on their
analyses.

Overall, map-visualizations and demos are used within the theory-sessions
emphasize the analyses and work out novel strategies with the players. A common
task that coaches perform during these sessions is drawing rough layouts of player
movements and potential routes onto visual map-representations using standard
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painting programs [7]. These drawings are performed iteratively based on the
personal feedback of the players [2].

With regard to software tools that are used for training and analysis, besides
painting and drawing programs, there also exist eSports-specific tools that aim
at supporting coaches and players in developing new strategies and analyzing
matches. Concerning FPS games and CS:GO, we identified tools such as Noe-
sis [3], Skybox.gg [20], Scope.gg [19], AkiVer CS:GO Demo Manager [1], and
demoanalyzer-go [16] as current examples. All of these tools support analysts
(i.e., coaches or players) similarly to parse the contents of demo files and present
the results to the analysts.

In the CS:GO community, the use of demos is established due to their ca-
pability of reviewing matches from different perspectives, including any player’s
perspective, and they usually have a smaller file size compared to video record-
ings [5]. However, the demo files and their data can only be used and reviewed
using proprietary tools or functionalities built within the competitive games
themselves. For example, the built-in CS:GO and Overwatch replay viewer pro-
vides basic functionalities for loading and reviewing recorded demos. However,
they lack advanced analysis features. Providing the analysts with more in-depth
information about their games and their opponents would allow them to learn
more about their matches and perform better in future matches [15].

Except for demoanalyzer-go, a command-line program, the mentioned tools
provide analysts with a graphical user interface (GUI). In terms of functional-
ity, demoanalyzer-go is the only program that provides an automated ranking
prediction based on the demo file’s statistical data [16]. Noesis, Skybox.gg, and
Scope.gg each provide a timeline where analysts can jump to single points in time
and get the positions of players and metadata visualized [3, 20, 19]. A selection of
multiple timeframes for further exploration [26] of the multivariate and temporal
data is not provided. AkiVer CS:GO Demo Manager and demoanalyzer-go do
not offer timelines [1, 16].

Noesis, Scope.gg, and CS:GO Demo Manager all feature heat maps for vi-
sualizing the data [3, 19, 1], although their implementations differ from tool to
tool. They either visualize the players’ kills or deaths. Scope.gg’s implementation
provides its heat maps based on zones, which are customarily defined areas for
each map of CS:GO.

The AkiVer CS:GO Demo Manager, Noesis and Scope.gg and all feature a
mini-map on which player positions are drawn [3, 19, 1]. On this map visual-
ization, the players’ view directions are visualized by lines indicating solely the
direction or cones indicating the viewing angle of players. Compared to the 2D
map representation of AkiVer CS:GO Demo Manager, Noesis, and Scope.gg,
Skybox.gg does not provide a common top-down map view but a 3D view.

Finally, there exists substantial work that focuses on psychological aspects
of eSports players (e.g., [11]) or economic and management perspectives (e.g.,
[8]). Results from related work concerning training and coaching practices and
methodologies support the importance of theoretical preparation and the po-
tential of using software tools to support coaches and players in it. However,
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we identified a research gap in this area since little scientific work was found.
Within the investigation of existing tools for practitioners, we pointed out com-
mon functionalities that should be considered as a start for investigating tools
for pre- and post-analyses of FPS matches.

3 FPS Match Analysis Criteria

In this section, we present six criteria we identified for analyzing FPS games. We
do not claim to present a complete list of criteria, but an initial set that serves
as a foundation for our FPS match analysis tool.

Criteria 1 – Location Awareness: A common objective in FPS games (e.g.,
CS:GO, Overwatch, Battlefield, etc.) is to target certain areas or objectives in
the level [17]. One team must prevent the other team from accomplishing the
objectives. A common tactic for the defending team is camping, where players
would find hiding spots and wait there for the attacking (rushing) team to ap-
proach the objective [25]. Within match analysis procedures, it is crucial being
able on the one hand to point out hiding spots of the defending team to an-
ticipate their behavior and prepare for them when attacking, and on the other
hand, to foresee which routes the attacking team will take to get to the objective
to find the best hiding spots when defending.

Criteria 2 – Blind Spots: Due to the dominant shooting mechanics within
FPS games, analyzing the vision can give advantageous insights into what areas
are commonly watched by the opponents and avoid these areas [13]. This is
particularly important in FPS games where single shots can be lethal (e.g.,
CS:GO) since the first shot may be the fatal one without the possibility to react
to fire. Players in FPS games only have a certain view angle (in CS:GO fixed
to 90°) so that blind spots exist (e.g., behind the player or far left/right of the
viewing direction). Furthermore, even areas that lie within the current viewing
direction of players might not be fully perceived. For example, players watch
closer areas more thoroughly than farther areas. Information about these blind
spots can be aggregated over certain time spans, for example, to provide analysts
with information about which areas are more or less observed throughout a
match.

Criteria 3 – Patience: Our third criteria, patience, is also related to the
location of players. It describes the players’ movement behavior in terms of a
player’s average resting time in one location before switching locations. Knowing
the patience factor of specific players may enable coaches to develop tactics to
counteract their actions. Patience is not only applicable to positions but also
to the actions of players, for example, how frequently players perform weapon
switching, jumping, or crouching, etc.

Criteria 4 – Aggressiveness: Aggressiveness is a criterion that measures how
brisk a player acts. On the one hand, patience is a sub-aspect, for example, when
a player has a low patience factor, a player may be attributed aggressive. But
on the other hand, we incorporate another factor in aggressiveness that states
how players react to friendly or opponent team members’ actions. Such insight
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can give coaches information for deciding how enemy players can be disrupted
and lured into actions. Furthermore, this criterion can be used to coach the own
team and give advice on when to be more aggressive and when to stay calm, and
carefully consider reactions to enemy activities such as shots fired or grenades
thrown.

Criteria 5 – Weapons: The use of different weapons is another elementary
mechanic in FPS games, with each weapon having various characteristics [24].
Different weapons can have different trade-offs, such as damage done vs. projec-
tile range vs. accuracy vs. bullet spread, etc. The knowledge of what weapons
are preferred by opponents can be used by coaches to make informed decisions
on which weapons are suitable and advantageous to the enemies’ tactics (e.g.,
sniper vs. close combat shotgun). However, such decisions are also dependent on
the level design.

Criteria 6 – Utility: Our last criteria is the players’ use of utilities. As utili-
ties of FPS games, we summarize weapon mechanics and game objects that are
not primary shooting or hitting weapons, such as grenades that inflict damage,
grenades that impair the vision (e.g., flash grenade), grenades that impair the
movement (e.g., stun grenades), or utilities that effect a whole area (e.g., flame
(molotov) grenades or smoke grenades). The utility aspect includes when and
where such utilities are used and give insight into their trajectories. The antic-
ipation of such utilities can help coaches and players developing strategies to
avoid the opponents’ successful use of them, for example, avoiding particular
routes where opponents regularly use such utilities or dodging them.

4 CS:Show Tool

In this section, we describe the GUI design of CS:Show – an FPS match analysis
tool in the example of CS:GO.

Our tool’s multi-view GUI consists of eight elements further described in the
following. Figure 1 illustrates them. The (1) top menu bar at the top of the GUI
(Fig. 1) provides system functionality such as loading a demo file into the tool,
handling the multiple windows, or closing the application.

The (2) player list (Fig. 1 upper left) displays all players that were part of
the match. It also illustrates their status with respect to the currently selected
timeframe (in CS:GO called tick). For example, it reveals whether players are
already dead at the current tick. Furthermore, the menu shows which team the
players belong to and lets users select one or more players. Based on the player
list selection, our tool provides additional information on demand about the
current state within the (3) statistics view (Fig. 1 lower left).

The (4) timeline (Fig. 1 bottom) provides users with the ability to jump
to a specific tick of the match, so that information about the players within
the statistics view can display tick-specific information. Furthermore, multiple
ticks can be selected as a coherent range of ticks (Fig. 1 bottom, orange bar
within the timeline). This functionality enables our users to create a heat map
from a selected time range of the match rather than only from the data of an
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Fig. 1. A screenshot of the CS:Show GUI.

entire match. The timeline also can display important match events such as a
round start, bomb plantings, etc., directly on the timeline. For example, the grey
strokes in Fig. 1 show the start of rounds to help users get an overview of the
data.

The (5) mini-map view (Fig. 1 middle) illustrates outlines and important
zones of a certain CS:GO level such as bomb or hostage zones and player spawns.
Furthermore, it visualizes the players’ positions at the current tick of the match
and shows players’ view frustums to illustrate potential blind spots at a given
time.

The (6) kill feed shows the sequence of a round’s kills. Pictographs visualize
which weapon was used for the kill. The order of the player names encodes who
was killed by whom similarly to the in-game visualization of kills in CS:GO.

The (7) heat map view displays a small version of the mini-map with a heat
map overlay. This gives users a glimpse in the match data over the selected
range of ticks and the selected players concerning a specific aspect such as the
positioning, death, vision, etc. This view can be detached, for example, to view
it on a second monitor to see both the mini-map view and the heat map view
simultaneously during the analysis process. Furthermore, it can also be switched
with the mini-map view so that the heat map is displayed in the middle and the
mini-map is displayed smaller and on the side.

Finally, the (8) meta tools allow users of our tool to alter the current mini-
map or heat map view. For example, drawing tools are provided to draw lines,
basic forms, or freehand lines to prepare a specific tick for discussing it within
a review session with the team later. Besides drawing-related meta tools, we
also provide meta tools that guide users by analyzing specific match aspects and
criteria such as player accuracy, patience, or fine-grained heat map adjustments.
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The latter includes altering the brush stroke size of heat maps. Fine-grained
brush strokes help to analyze the individual players’ movements (Fig. 2 left),
whereas a coarse brush stroke size is suitable for providing a general overview of
the map and its hot spots (Fig. 2 right).

Fig. 2. Two situations with different heat map brush stroke sizes.

We used C# and the GUI framework Windows Presentation Foundation
(WPF) to implement the CS:Show visual analysis tool. Each of the mentioned el-
ements was implemented as separate WPF user control to preserve their reusabil-
ity in future versions of the tool. For drawing functionality such as the heat map
generation, we utilized a native heat map library exported as DLL and called
via Platform Invocation (P/Invoke).

5 Evaluation

Within an expert user study, we evaluated our proposed CS:Show tool. The
study involved ten unpaid and voluntary participants (aged between 16 and 32
years with Ø 22.90 and SD 4.65). They were recruited from professional service
providers (e.g., Fiverr and social media platforms (e.g., Reddit). We selected
them based on their subjective classification as professional CS:GO coaches and
players and objective skill measures (e.g., competitive CS:GO ranking as Global
Elite (highest possible rank), total CS:GO playtime, or currently being a pro-
fessional CS:GO team’s coach.). The user study was conducted as a moderated
remote study using Discord.

The procedure of the study took place as follows. Firstly, participants were
welcomed and then informed about the topic of the study. We introduced them
to the UI of the tool and the process of the evaluation. Then the actual task
phase of the study started. In this phase, our participants were asked to perform
nine tasks with the tool, such as familiarizing with the tool for several minutes,
loading and analyzing demos, and drawing conclusions on tactical aspects that
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could be derived with the tool. Finally, we asked our participants to fill out a
questionnaire.

We evaluated four aspects with this questionnaire:

[A1] Ease of use: How usable is our tool?
[A2] Analysis ability : How well enables our tool analysts to conduct analyses

based on the provided functionalities?
[A3] Efficiency : How well does the analysis approach with our tool justifies the

time it takes?
[A4] Product character : The product character [10] is a measure incorporating

both pragmatic and hedonic qualities.

Relating to the product character (A4), we utilized the abbreviated AttrakD-
iff questionnaire [23] as an established tool for measuring it. Aspects 1-3 were
captured with seven questions Q1-Q7 on a 7-point semantic differential scale.
They were concerned with (Q1) the GUI quality, (Q2) the analysis ability of
our tool compared to other analysis procedures, (Q3) the performance, (Q4) the
task efficiency, (Q5) the heat map visualization, (Q6) the displayed statistics,
and (Q7) the analysis of player behavior. The questions were clustered to the
aspects 1-3, whereas Q1, Q3, and Q4 were clustered to A1, Q5, Q6, and Q7
to A2, and Q4 and Q2 to A3. Finally, space for written comments and demo-
graphic questions concluded the questionnaire. A single session of the study was
performed within a roughly one hour timeframe.

5.1 Analysis of the Results

Figure 3a (left) represents the value distributions of the single items Q1-Q7. The
box-whisker plots show that the mean values of all single questions lie above the
hypothetical neutral value of 3. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were conducted on
the items to analyze how CS:Show was rated by the participants compared to a
neutral rating. With a threshold for statistical significance of 5%, the tests for
Q1, Q3, Q4, and Q6 did confirm statistically significant differences (Tab. 1). Fur-
thermore, Figure 3a (right) shows the value distributions of the three observed
aspects 1-3. Again, all mean values lie above 3. Further Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests were conducted to test the outcome for the aspects against a neutral rating.
All tests confirm significant differences.

The written comments from the questionnaire, observations, and oral state-
ments during the study were used to capture additional information and were
assigned to A1-A3. Concerning A1, we noticed difficulties creating the heat map.
For example, two out of ten participants failed to select the players from the
player list before creating the heat map. Furthermore, one participant did not
figure out that a time span selection on the timeline must be made prior as well.
Finally, several minor negative comments were given about the prototypical look
of the interface.

Concerning A2, our participants proposed to exclude the freeze time from the
heat map generation (the time in which players spawn and are unable to move
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Box-whisker plots for the single questions 1-6 and the aggregated aspects
1-3. (b) Description of word-pairs and portfolio-presentation of the AttrakDiff values.

to give the teams sufficient time to communicate purchasing gear). Furthermore,
they suggested also providing heat maps for player deaths, kills, and entry frags
(first kill in a round). Our participants also noted that the money players carry
and have spent would allow the analysis of an individual player’s economy. Fi-
nally, one participant asked for insights in data about flashbang grenades, for
example, at which times players threw such grenades, which areas were affected,
and which players were blinded by them.

Concerning A3, six out of ten stated that they would prefer CS:Show over
the built-in demo viewer they often use and found our tool more efficient. Still,
they also stated that the workflow would benefit from using drag-and-drop ac-
tions, for example, for loading demo files. Furthermore, it was suggested to add
fast-forward playback functionality to speed up finding specific demo sections.
Some participants also noted that zooming into both the timeline and the map
visualization would be beneficial. Finally, it was proposed to add functionality to
enter a particular tick by its number to jump to it directly rather than navigating
to it using the timeline.
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Questions / aspects Ø-values SD P-values

Q1 4.8 0.7888 p = 0.0020

Q2 3.8 1.6865 p = 0.1563

Q3 5.8 0.4216 p = 0.0020

Q4 4.5 1.5811 p = 0.0195

Q5 4.5 1.5092 p = 0.0195

Q6 3.2 1.7512 p = 0.7422

Q7 3.6 1.6465 p = 0.3828

A1 5.0333 1.1592 p ≤ 0.0001

A2 3.7667 1.6750 p = 0.0230

A3 4.1500 1.6311 p = 0.0042

Table 1. Mean values, SD, and output of the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for Q1-Q7
and A1-A3. All values are rounded to four decimal places.

The outcome of the AttrakDiff questionnaire was analyzed concerning the
product character of CS:Show (A4). The portfolio-presentation (Fig. 3b right)
shows that CS:Show was placed within the graph’s ‘task-oriented’ region. The
square is shifted towards the ‘desired’ area, and the confidence rectangle overlaps
slightly with it. The word-pair visualization (Fig. 3b left) shows that all mean
values lie above 3 and thereby on the positive side of the graph, except ‘cheap–
premium’, which lies between 2 and 3.

5.2 Discussion of the Results

The evaluation results show that professional eSports coaches and players could
successfully use CS:Show to analyze CS:GO matches. The ease of use (A1) of
our tool was rated the most positive of the three aspects. The overall positive
perception is supported by statistical significance and the AttrakDiff evaluation.
However, both the medium deviation of Q1 and the AttrakDiff items ‘ugly–
attractive’ and ‘cheap–premium’ suggest improving the visual GUI quality in
future versions of our tool.

Concerning the analysis ability (A2), the results indicate that our partici-
pants could develop novel strategies with our tool and that the visualizations
within our heat map we provided were positively accepted. This claim is also
backed by statistical significance. However, our participants also suggested sev-
eral aspects that would be beneficial, which we did not include in CS:Show.
Furthermore, we could also not find the mentioned functionality in most of the
analyzed tools in Section 2. This indicates that improvements such as economic-
and utility-related aspects should be investigated in future work.

The efficiency (A3) was also rated positively. While this could also be backed
by statistical significance, our participants noted that our tool would be more
efficient than existing tools when including the additional functions mentioned
in A2. Q2’s deviation range also supports this claim.
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Finally, concerning our tool’s product character (A4), the AttrakDiff results
support the high usability of our tool with the pragmatic qualities items. Still,
hedonic qualities could be improved. For example, re-implementing the tool with
modern web GUI frameworks such as vue.js or react might help creating a more
contemporary look and providing subtle visual improvements such as fade- and
button animations and layout styles.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we investigated interactive eSports FPS match analysis procedures.
In the example of CS:GO, we introduced six criteria that can be incorporated in
tools to support the analysis of FPS matches. We described a suitable GUI and
aspects concerning the implementation and provision of the criteria concepts for
coaches and players within an interactive analysis tool – CS:Show. Based on our
user study’s results with professional eSports coaches and players and backed by
statistical evidence, we conclude that CS:Show could be used successfully by our
participants. Furthermore, we pointed out novel features that should be included
in future match analysis tools.

Future work should investigate the novel identified features and how CS:Show
can include them. Furthermore, based on our work, it should be explored how
match data from other FPS eSports games can be included within our analysis
tool. We have shown the feasibility in the example of CS:GO, but other competi-
tive FPS games such as Overwatch, Rainbow Six Siege, Call of Duty, Battlefield,
etc., might be analyzed using our criteria as well. Finally, the analysis of matches
from different FPS games might also bring up novel criteria that can be used
to support CS:GO coaches and players. This way, a comprehensive pool of FPS
analysis criteria that experts can choose of establishes, and the growing eSports
field will further professionalize and advance.
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